
IDP in Software Development (Frontend or Backend) 

We are tackling the problem most companies in the world are struggling with: How employees buy stuff.
Why do employees have to write 50 Mails and make 20 phone calls just to get a Software they already
needed yesterday? 
Employees simply DO NOT KNOW what and how to buy - and they don’t have to. Simply ask Trado.

We are building an Amazon Experience for employees of leading enterprises to provide them with a
Buying Experience never seen before.  For that we combine UX, AI and NLP. We already have leading
DAX Companies as Customers and you can help us ship the very first product! 

TRADO - CHANGE THE WAY HOW EMPLOYEES BUY THINGS 

TECH STACK

Develop our Web-App further

YOUR ROLE

APPLY

4
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Trado is looking for motivated TUM students that want to carry out an IDP in
the field of B2B Software Development by leveraging GPT Technologies.  

AI and NLP StartupDevelop an Web-App / B2B SaaS 

Your Software will be directly tested and used by German DAX-Companies. So, you will make a real impact. It's
a challenging task that's why we offer financial support of up to 1000€.

Office in Center of Munich AND Garching  

If you want to experience how to build a B2B SaaS Startup from scratch and work directly with
the founders apply via this link: https://xeffrshdh99.typeform.com/c/vIwJ44Wr  

vladimir.keil@trado.app

You decide your role based on your
Skill Set: Frontend or Backend or UX
or NLP. Everything is possible.

No Tickets: Work like a
Spotify/Google/Netflix Engineer.
Work independently and manage
your own projects. 

Frontend: React / Typescript 

Backend: Django / Python (Postgres,
MongoDB)

AI: Python, pinecone mongodb

CI/CD AWS, GitHub, Docker

YOUR IDP

Start Date: ASAP
Regular 1:1 with the Trado CTO & CEO 
If you want: Mentoring from successful Entrepreneurs
that sold their company for several 100 Mio. € 
If you have fellow students , bring them onboard!

https://xeffrshdh99.typeform.com/c/vIwJ44Wr

